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The all-new 
XYPHOSTM

For a safer and greener 
supply chain

Long-term storage and transport safety has now been 
revolutionised with XYPHOSTM - the brand new pallet design 
from Daywalk. 

With a commitment to innovation that reaches into the 
extraordinary, XYPHOSTM excels as an alternative to timber 
pallets for long-term storage on every metric.

SUSTAINABILITY 
The long lifespan and durability 
of XYPHOSTM pallets make 
them a more sustainable option, 
appealing to companies looking for 
environmentally friendly solutions.

SAFETY 
Lighter than hardwood with 
specialised strengthened under-rails, 
strapping forces are supported and 
certified to guarantee safer storage 
and transport.

DURABILITY 
Lasting up to 3-5 years as compared 
to the typical 1-year lifespan of 
hardwood pallets, XYPHOSTM is 
more cost-effective and durable than 
any other pallet solution over time.

Australian owned and operated, Daywalk 
continues to lead the way in storage and 
transportation solutions. XYPHOSTM is the 
latest in a range of products that provide 
the solutions you have been waiting for.

 - Designed and engineered in Australia

 - Certification where there was none 
before

 - No more risk of cargo dislodgement

 - Green-friendly with easily sourced, 
reusable, recyclable, durable steel

 - Protection from timber price increases

 - Always in stock

Switching to 
XYPHOSTM

Before After

Patent App 2023901075
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Product Data
SIZE: 1160mm x 1160mm

Certified for storage and transport:

 - 500kg Transport Rating (with use of 
correct rubber)

 - 1000kg Racking Rating
 - 3000kg Storage Rating including 

forklift handling

Key features:

 - Racking compatible
 - Powdercoated finish
 - Lighter than hardwood equivalent
 - Options for friction rubber for 

transport case

Patent App 2023901075


